KIT # 1 Felted Friends: Create Your Own Soft, Fuzzy Animals
[With Felt, Felting Tool]

Transform wonderful wool into adorable animals in Felted Friends. Follow the simple step-by-step instructions and use the tools provided to
create perfect pets to play with. There are six different animals to make,
including a cat, a rabbit and a hedgehog, meaning every child can find
their favorite!

KIT # 2 Lego Chain Reactions: Design and Build Amazing
Moving Machines

LEGO Chain Reactions is packed full of ideas, instructions, and inspiration for 10 LEGO machines that spin, swing, pivot, roll, lift, and drop.
Each machine alone is awesome, but put them together and you get
incredible chain reactions. Then, combine the machines in any order
you like to create your own chain reactions. Our team of experts
worked with educators and 11-year-olds to invent the machines, then
wrote a book that teaches the skills (and some of the physics behind
the fun) kids need to create their own amazing chain reaction machines.

KIT # 3 Spiral Draw

Lets you create one zillion dizzying designs. The book includes cool
translucent drawing wheels that make it easy to create loads of spiral
designs right on the pages of the book. packed with tons of drawing
ideas, plus inspired instructions for swirly projects like spiral scratch art,
spiral stationery, spiral soak art and more.

KIT # 4

Bake & Decorate Cupcake Set

Be sure your little baker uses the oven mitt to remove these 4 delectable-looking wooden cupcakes from their cupcake baking tray. This
special set has 3 dry-erase markers shaped like icing tubes to decorate
the smooth, removable, wipe-off cupcake tops. With colorful baking
cupcake sleeves and decorative wooden candles, these low-cal cupcakes will be the hit of birthday and tea parties!

KIT # 5

Lego Crazy Action Contraptions

Crazy Action Contraptions is a brand-new book of brand-new, highperformance projects. From the Supercharged Speedster to the
Squeezeclaw Grabber to the Wall Rocket Racer -- all these contraptions
spin, stretch, speed, or spring into action. And all of them are totally
buildable thanks to super-clear instructions and step-by-step diagrams.
Comes with: 105 LEGO(R) bricks

KIT # 6

Loop Loom Bracelets: Make Super-Stretchy
Beaded Bracelets [With Instruction Book and 34 Yds of
Cord, Loop Loom Tool, Crochet Hook and 350 Beads

Here's the next-generation version of a super-hot craft in an all-new, way-toocool rainbow of colors. Our exclusive one-handed loom makes bracelets from continuous lengths of brightly-colored stretchy cord -- there's no chance of a rubber
band breaking and the whole bracelet unraveling. Frustration-free results every
time!
Our kid-tested instructions teach a basic looping technique that's easy to set up
and simple to follow. With 11 different styles to choose from, you can add beads,
mix up colors, and make every bracelet uniquely your own. It's a jewelry kit you'll
be loopy about.
Comes with: 40 page book, Klutz-custom loop loom, crochet hook, 102 feet of
elastic cord in 7 colors, cardboard workstation with removable beading trays

KIT # 7

Nail Style Studio
[With 6 Bottles of Nail Polish, Custom
Design Tool and 250 Stick-On Stencils]

Fashionistas of all ages are supplied with the techniques, tips and tools
to create 25 tween approved nail designs that range from elaborate to
quirky. With fully illustrated instructions and evrything they need included, girls are guided every step of the way to creating beautiful nails.
Simple Steps to Painting 25 Stunning Designs

KIT # 8

Twirled Paper
Comes with: 56 page book, 110 colored paper
strips, twirling wand, googly eyes in 3 sizes, glue,
toothpicks, pin board

With a strip of brightly-colored paper, our only-from-Klutz twirling
wand, and a dot or two of glue, kids can create quirky, curly art.
Based on the classic paper craft of quilling, Twirled Paper provides
supplies, techniques, and inspiration for making dozens of paper projects, from paper animals, aliens, and bugs to flowers and letters. All it
takes to make amazing paper art is this activity book, a few twirls,
and a little imagination.

KIT # 9

The Marvelous Book of Magical Mermaids
Comes with: 50 page book, 6 paper doll mermaids, 3
paper doll seahorses, 8 tail fins, 200+ punch-out fashions, reusable sticky shapes, 4 gorgeous playscape
backgrounds, storage pouch

Grab your little mermaid and bring your imagination, as classic paper doll
dress-up meets enchantment under the sea. The Marvelous Book of Magical
Mermaids takes this classic play pattern to new heights (and depths) -- it
comes with six glamorous paper mermaids and three elegant paper sea
horse friends. You get everything you need to dress them up and play, since
our mermaid book comes with 200+ fin-tastic punch-out fashions and accessories--from gowns to crowns to jewels to hairstyles. Gorgeous mermaid
tailfins in a variety of glittery, shiny, sparkly finishes add the final, magical
touches. Reusable sticky dots make it easy to swap outfits, even tailfins, and
the four beautifully-illustrated double-page playscapes let girls enjoy hours
of imaginative play as they make their mermaids swim and frolic.

KIT # 10 The Book of Magical Horses

"The Marvelous Book of Magical Horses" comes with six gorgeous paper ponies and two paper-doll fairies. Plus, of course, everything kids need to dress
them up: a dozen fabulous wings and more than 250 punch-out saddles,
manes, tails, bows, crowns, and other horse and fairy fashions.

KIT # 11

The Lego Neighborhood Book:
Build Your Own Town!

In The LEGO Neighborhood Book, you'll create
buildings with real-world details like cornices and
facades, and try your hand at interior design by filling your buildings
with furniture and light fixtures. Then add the finishing touches to your
models with plants, traffic lights, scaffolding, and park benches. Snap
together a few houses, shops, and apartment buildings to create your
own neighborhood!
Inside you'll find:
 Complete, step-by-step instructions for four multistory buildings
 Dozens of inspiring ideas to use in your own models
 Mini builds for a recliner, old-time lamp post, traffic light, and more
 A gallery of the authors' designs
For ages 10+

KIT # 12

My Little Night Light
3 AAA batteries NOT included.
Comes With:
1 battery-powered LED light unit
2 mylar cylinders
Plastic cap and base
4 backgrounds

Kids won't be afraid of the dark after making their very own night-light. This
DIY night-light kit comes with four different backgrounds, five landscapes,
and over fifty transparent punch-outs that can be mixed and matched to
create 3D scenes that glow at night. It's surely a dream come true!

KIT # 13 My Twinkly Tiaras [With Book and 3 Crowns, MiniTiaras, 100 Gems, Punch Out-Pieces]

This book and craft kit contains 3 sparkling crowns just waiting for a
special princess to design them. With more than 100 gems and punchout pieces to choose from, kids can decorate tiaras any way they like.
Add a bonus collection of mini-tiaras (in case any stuffed animals
around the kingdom start feeling just a bit left out), and it will give any
kid that happily-ever-after feeling. After all, tiaras are the perfect goeswith-everything accessory.

KIT # 14 Pom Pom Puppies
Make Your Own Adorable Dogs
[With Felt, Yarn, Bead Eyes, Styling Comb, Mini
Pom-Poms and Glue]

Turn plain yarn into perfectly precious pups with
Pom-Pom Puppies. Using the amazing custom tool,
young crafters can and snip their way to perfect pom-poms. Follow the
simple number code instructions to then make the pom-poms into
shaggy-pups worthy of Best in Show. Discover how to create 10 breeds
of dog including a beagle, poodle and pug.

KIT # 15 Star Wars Folded Flyers: Make 30 Paper Starfighters

Includes 36 sheets of custom-designed paper, tape, and 6 foldable
display stands.

KIT # 16 Make Clay Charms

Create your own adorable adornments with CLAY CHARMS. This book
shows how to customize your own bracelet with more than 30 different
clay charm designs. Budding jewelers can learn how to make customized charms, bake them in an ordinary oven, Comes with Clay Shaping
Tool, Glaze, Charm Loops, Jump Rings and Charm Bracelet and 9 Bright
Colors

KIT # 17

Science Academy Gross Body Lab

Slimy brains, melty mucus, bulging eyeballs - gross! This lab includes all of the
materials needed to conduct six fun and icky experiments that teach children
the fundamentals of chemistry and the disgusting side of biology. Activities include making soap eyeballs, severed soap fingers and slimy soap brains. You
will also make mucus, blood clots and guts as you create your own slime. The
illustrated instruction booklet is filled with gross facts about how our bodies
function.

KIT # 18

Science Academy Slime Lab

These hands-on chemistry kits are guaranteed to fascinate young scientists.
Get ready for ooey, gooey, slime-splatting polymer science with the Slime
Lab! Kids will grow gruesome rat gizzards, generate creepy floating eyeballs, extrude tadpoles and leeches and even explore special effects like in
the movies!

KIT # 19

Science Academy Volcano Lab

These hands-on chemistry kits are guaranteed to fascinate young
scientists. Geology and chemistry come together in Volcano Lab! The
fizzing reaction between citric acid and baking soda makes bubbles
of carbon dioxide that looks and moves just like lava in a volcanic
eruption.

KIT # 20 Studio Series Colored Micro-Line Pen Set






Micro-pigmented inks create fine, consistent, fluid lines in seven bold
hues. Perfect for drawing, writing, illustration, Zentangle art, crafting
archiving, technical work, and more!
Seven pens: black, red, blue, green, purple, brown, and yellow. Precise .05 (.44mm) tips.
Archival-quality pigment-based ink. Waterproof
Fade-proof. No bleed-through.

KIT # 21

Twirled Paper

With a strip of brightly-colored paper, our only-from-Klutz twirling wand,
and a dot or two of glue, kids can create quirky, curly art. Based on the
classic paper craft of quilling, Twirled Paper provides supplies, techniques,
and inspiration for making dozens of paper projects, from paper animals,
aliens, and bugs to flowers and letters. All it takes to make amazing paper
art is this activity book, a few twirls, and a little imagination
Comes with: 56 page book, 110 colored paper strips, twirling wand, googly
eyes in 3 sizes, glue, toothpicks, pin board

KIT # 22 String Art: Turn String and Pins Into Works of Art
Comes with: 60 page book, 360 feet of craft thread in 8
bright colors, 550 sturdy pins, 6 project boards, 10 decorative sheets of backing paper, 5 sheets of tracing paper,
pin-pushing tool

String Art was originally invented to make math concepts more accessible
to kids, but it isn't just for squares (or triangles or circles) any more. With
our crystal-clear, step-by-step illustrated system you only need to learn
three simple techniques to make all the kids art in this book, including a
fun fox, a darling dandelion, a cute cat, an awesome owl -- you can even
spell your name.
The final results may look intricate, but we include an only-from-Klutz pin
-pushing tool so even a string-art newbie can create awesome art with
this classic craft. And our pin-pusher solves string art's prickliest problems
by making sure that every pin goes in straight and at the same height.
With instructions for 20 projects and enough materials for six, kids will be
making amazing art in no time.

KIT # 23 Paper Flying Dragons
Comes with: 48 page book, 10 sheets of
custom designed punch-out dragon parts,
6 sheets of foldable hatchlings, robodragon body and spines, tape.

Paper Flying Dragons includes 12 fearsome, stunning paper dragons to
fold and fly and illustrated, step-by-step instructions. This dragon book is
full of expert tips and little known facts about dragons and their history,
and even a steampunk Robo-Dragon you can customize.

KIT # 24 Star Wars Rebels: Be a "Trooper!" Book
Comes with: 90 page book, 6 sheets of vellum
tracing paper, mechanical pencil, black marker,
3 dual-tipped metallic colored pencils, block
eraser

Set five years before Episode IV: A New Hope, Disney and
Lucasfilms' Star Wars Rebels animated TV show focuses on
a small band of heroes who engage in missions of sabotage and resistance against Imperial occupation . This latest addition to our Star Wars book series is a how-to
guide packed with expert tips, simple techniques, and
translucent overlays to make you a master of drawing.
Start with stick figures, move onto basic shapes, and finish
up with the details.

